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A View from the Inside Out
John W. Mitchell, Executive Director / CEO

W

elcome to this
special edition of
our newsletter! Over the
course of the year, we
have noticed an increasing interest in what goes
on behind the scenes
here at Arden Wood.
Providing skilled Christian
Science nursing care is at
the heart of our mission.
But, what does that
care look and feel like?
In essence, what do
Christian Science nurses
do given that they do not
Fall comes to Arden Wood!
provide medical care or
administer medication?
we’ve lengthened this issue of Heart to Heart
Also, who answers the call to the healing
ministry of Christian Science nursing? Have you to fit it all in. That’s how much we want you
to know that Arden Wood is here for you —
ever wondered if you are qualified to train in
a very present help in times of need, a
the Christian Science Nursing Arts? What
about the healing aspect of Arden Wood, which haven from the world, a home that’s focused
on Life — a resource for healing as taught in
is so utterly an individual experience? This
Christian Science.
issue features all different kinds of healings;
To top it off, Arden Wood is a wonderful place
each one sheds fresh light on our own lives,
to enjoy a delicious meal or to attend one of
inspiring our prayers and strengthening our
our special events. In fact, we hope you’ll join
human footsteps. Every article in this issue
us for a holiday-related Bible Workshop on
attests to the presence and power of God
Saturday, November 22nd, and for our annual
to restore, to transform, to heal. This is
Christmas Celebration on Saturday, December
Arden Wood!
6th. Details are posted on our website:
We have so much to share with you about
www.ardenwood.org/events.
the inner workings of Arden Wood that
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Arden Wood is here for you— a very present help in times of need, a haven from
the world, a home that’s focused on Life— a resource for healing as taught in
Christian Science.
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A

ll Christian
Science nursing
at Arden Wood is
guided by the By-law,
“Christian Science
Nurse” in the Manual
of The Mother Church
(Art. VIII, Sect. 31): ”A
member of The Mother
Church who represents
himself or herself as a
Christian Science nurse
shall be one who has
a demonstrable knowledge of Christian
Science practice, who
thoroughly understands
the practical wisdom
necessary in a sickroom, and who can take
proper care of the sick.”

The Work of a Christian Science Nurse

T

he thoughts shared below illustrate how the
heart-and-soul of Christian Science nursing
is both practical and inspiring, helpful and
healing. A Christian Science nurse is best able
to meet individual human needs for care and
comfort by keeping uppermost in his or her
own thought the essence of what Jesus knew
in his Christ-healing work. Our Leader, Mary
Baker Eddy, states in Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures: “Jesus beheld in Science
the perfect man, who appeared to him where
sinning mortal man appears to mortals. In
this perfect man the Saviour saw God’s own
likeness, and this correct view of man healed
the sick” (S&H 476:31–477:4).
Our Leader’s writings are ever attentive to the
human need. Her affirmations of God’s everpresence and omnipotence tenderly reassure
both patient and Christian Science nurse that

At other times, when led by inspiration, a
Christian Science nurse might read aloud a
passage from Science and Health or the Bible.
Inspired by these spiritual truths, she/he
might be led, in the face of aggressive physical
symptoms, to voice the conviction, “I’m not
impressed.” Such a declaration might awaken
the patient to chime in with “Oh! Okay.” This
verbal exchange, operating like a crisp breeze
clearing out the fog introduced by fear and
mesmerism, accords with Jesus’ teaching:
“Judge not according to the appearance,
but judge righteous judgment” (John 7:24).
Above all, the Christian Science nurse knows
that God is equal to every emergency. God is
faster than 9-1-1. He is always present, declaring
today as before: “Fear thou not; for I am with
thee; be not dismayed; for I am thy God: I will
strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee” (Isa. 41:10).

Refusing to be impressed by the testimony of the material
senses, a Christian Science nurse does not react to mortal
mind’s presentations; rather, she/he is ready to respond
with spiritual ideas and appropriate care actions.
we “can be brought into no condition, be it ever
so severe, where Love has not been before thee,
and where its tender lesson is not awaiting
thee” (Miscellany, Mary Baker Eddy, 149:31-1).
With this solid spiritual conviction, a Christian
Science nurse is able to minister to those
requiring practical care. Essential characteristics of Christian Science nursing include:

Being fearless
Refusing to be impressed by the testimony of
the material senses, a Christian Science nurse
does not react to mortal mind’s presentations;
rather, she/he is ready to respond with spiritual
ideas and appropriate care actions. Sometimes
this means being still and listening— not just
spouting metaphysical truths— ever mindful
of Mrs. Eddy’s counsel: “The sick are not healed
merely by declaring there is no sickness, but
by knowing that there is none” (S&H 447:27).
2

Refusing to be mesmerized
When they first arrive at Arden Wood, patients
might be in pain and discouraged; they might
even be at the point of giving up because of a
diagnosis, sometimes self-imposed, sometimes
from family or a physician. Any diagnosis
based on mortal testimony, whether a graphic
physical picture or evidence of some kind of
mental lack or disturbance, is just an opinion.
Regarding this, Mrs. Eddy states, “In Christian
Science mere opinion is valueless” (S&H 341:11).
When it comes to His entire creation, God
made just one pronouncement: “And behold,
it was very good” (Gen. 1:31). Whatever is
presented to the Christian Science nurse by
the physical senses is not true of the patient’s
real identity. A Christian Science nurse’s job
is to bear witness to the light of ever-present,
all-powerful Love, which has a direct awakening
(Continued on page 8)

Mary Baker Eddy

I

t is Arden Wood policy for each
patient to be working daily with
a Christian Science practitioner
listed in The Christian Science
Journal. The practitioner and
the Christian Science nurse work
hand-in-hand to support the
patient. In our next issue of
Heart to Heart, we’ll address the
question: How does the role of
a Christian Science practitioner
dovetail with and differ from
the role of a Christian Science
nurse?
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The Call to Christian Science Nursing
By Paula Steffens, Director, Christian Science Nurses’ Training, with contributions from
Queen Nwosu, Luke Ochieng, and Alayne Reed, Christian Science nurses at Arden Wood

C

led me to Arden Wood and
hristian Science nursing
to training in the Christian
is a viable, rewarding
Science Nursing Arts. I loved
career with an added benefit:
my time in the classroom
it supports one’s own spiritual
as well as the time I was
growth! It’s a career that
mentored in this ministry.
exemplifies our Master’s
It was a holy experience, and
command, “Thou shalt love
I cherish it to this day. Since
thy neighbor as thyself”
right after graduation, I have
(Matt. 19:19). Christian Science
had a busy practice as a
nursing is prayer lived.
Paula Steffens, Director,
Christian Science nurse, full
Who should consider this
Christian Science Nurses’ Training
employment, and the lasting,
profession? The answer lies
joyous conviction that I am
in the Manual. Our Leader saw
“about my Father’s business”
membership in The Mother
(Luke 2:49).
Church— that deep devotion
Class-taught Christian
to the Cause of Christian
Scientists from many backScience— as essential to
grounds, countries and life
representing oneself as a
experiences have come to
Christian Science nurse. Having
Arden Wood for training in
a “demonstrable knowledge of
the Christian Science Nursing
Christian Science practice” and
Luke Ochieng,
Arts. Each one has answered
a thorough understanding “of
Christian Science Nurse
a “calling” to serve God
the practical wisdom necessary
and his or her “neighbor” in this unique way.
in a sick room” as well as being one “who can
Have you been cherishing a desire to bear
take proper care of the sick”— these criteria
encompass the art of Christian Science nursing. witness to healing? Does an active Christian
Science ministry that expresses God’s tender
(See Manual By-law, “Christian Science Nurse,”
love for His creation appeal to you? Are you
Art. VIII, Sect. 31.)
seeking a career that specifically fosters your
My own journey to Christian Science nursing
spiritual growth? If so, we would love to hear
began after years spent in the business
from you. Please call us at (415)379-2220
world and raising a family. I set aside an hour
each evening to study and pray about support- or email csna@ardenwood.org to learn more
about Christian Science Nursing Arts training
ing healing in Christian Science. After this
at Arden Wood. We’re happy to Skype as well!
preparation, the idea came to look into
Christian Science nursing.
Here’s what our Christian Science nurses
At first, there was a lot of resistance to this
have to say about answering the “call”
angel message. I feared that I had too many
to this healing ministry:
financial, family and branch church responsibiLuke Ochieng
lities. There was too much to give up! As I
Three months prior to moving to Arden Wood,
continued with my study and prayer, however,
I worked at Twelveacres in San Jose as a DSP
these objections began to drop away. I began
(Direct Support Professional) to the residents.
to explore training possibilities. This eventually
Before that, I was at Principia College for a year.
(Continued on page 11)

NOTES
FROM OUR
“GRATITUDE
BOWL”
Dear Arden Wood,

I

have written many a note
of gratitude, but I always
run out of room and have
to add more… It finally
has dawned on me that the
“beauty, grandeur, order” *
are so very apparent here in
each of the departments –
from the food, to the
housekeeping, to the office,
to the grounds, and of
course, to the nursing floor;
all the individuals within
each department consistently express genuine
cheerfulness and gladness
to be of service in their
individual ways. It is so
pleasant.
Truly, there is a supportive
family feel about Arden
Wood, and I am immeasurably grateful to be able
to visit and witness a
bit of heaven on earth…
one of the many rooms
in our Father’s house.
Sincerely,
A fellow traveler and
worker in the field
* Hymn 329, 1st verse

Warmed up by the sunshine
of Truth, watered by the
dews of Love, a joyful
Christian Scientist springs
forward.**
Thank you, Arden Wood!
** See Miscellaneous Writings,
343:10-13
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Becoming an Arden Wood Advocate

W

e thought we knew Arden
Wood because we’d been
there for Rest and Study. But
when we came as “Come & Dine”
guests, we saw the whole
facility  — all that goes on there.
We walked through the different
floors for residents and patients.
We saw the Christian Science
nurses’ training classrooms,
the different sitting rooms,
bathrooms— all of it. We were
impressed with the love and
care that went into providing a
healing and supportive environOne of the special features of staying at Arden Wood is the
ment for Christian Scientists
Bible Reference Library (open 24/7).
relying on Christian Science
struggle, discouragement, or resignation in our
for healing.
Shortly after our “Come & Dine” visit, a loved immediate family or our church family, we
can prayerfully listen for what to say and do
one passed away without our realizing there
that will move thought forward. And moving
was a need that might have merited going to
thought forward is exactly what Arden Wood is
Arden Wood for care. Mrs. Eddy tells us in
dedicated to supporting and promoting through
Science and Health, “If students do not readily
all of its services. There, patients and guests
heal themselves, they should early call an
have a quiet haven in which to pray, study,
experienced Christian Scientist to aid them”
(S&H 420:4). In addition to engaging a Christian spiritualize thought— to grow in grace— and
Science practitioner, turning to Arden Wood for be healed.
This experience has made us much more
Christian Science nursing care, a Christian
alert to talking about and recommending Arden
Science visiting nurse or Rest and Study could
Wood to other Christian Scientists. Now our
also be considered to be in accord with our
Leader’s directive. Such provisions for care are church members are very aware of all that
Arden Wood offers. Just as Aaron and Hur
clear evidence of Divine Love’s ever-presence
supported Moses and held up his arms during
and healing power.
the battle with Amalek, so Arden Wood
It can be easy to get caught up in the picture
performs a similar function for those seeking
and not see that an unyielding claim needs to
be addressed— that something has to change in healing through the practice of Christian
Science (see Exodus 17: 8-12).
the environment or the thought of the patient
to experience healing. When we see the claim of Names withheld by request
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COME AND DINE
WITH US!
“Come & Dine” is a special
program offered to any branch
church (from the states noted
below) to send a representative
from its membership for a twoday/two-night visit to Arden Wood
on us (except for travel) between
December 1, 2014 and March 31,
2015. The only “hitch” is to take
a tour and report back to your
church members on what you
learned about Arden Wood from
your visit! We want everyone to
know about all the services we

offer, the atmosphere we provide,
and the healing activities we
sponsor. Visitors will enjoy a
special tour, several meals in
our dining room, access to our
grounds and study rooms, and the
opportunity to meet Arden Wood
residents. It’s an experience
you won’t want to miss! To those
branch churches who have
already participated in this
special program, THANK YOU!
We’ve greatly enjoyed hosting
your members, and we’ve gained
new and dear friends in the
process. To those branch
churches who are ready to
participate from these states—
AK, AZ, CA, HI, ID, NM, NV, OR,
UT, and WA—we look forward to
seeing your members soon!
Please call or email Amelia Bower
at (415) 379-2104 or abower@
ardenwood.org for details.
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Fun Activities Around and About Arden Wood!

➋

➊

➌

➎
➊ Lyn Lux on a visit to the newly restored murals at Coit Tower.
➋ Barbara Frese and a student volunteer from the neighboring Waldorf
High School at Arden Wood’s annual Thank You Barbecue for the
student volunteers.

➌ Taco Bell on the Beach (early afternoon). Peggy Forster, Irene Wright,
and Keevin Long (right to left).

➍

➍ Special dessert made of individual cupcakes prepared by Arden Wood
Food Service for our annual July 4th Barbecue.

➎ Trip to the Ice Cream Bar. Christian Science nurses Cynthia Baughman
and Mercedes Clark with residents Barbara Frese, Aileen Weissblum 		
(right to left).
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“They wheeled me in and I walked out!”

F

or several weeks last fall, I struggled with
extreme weakness. I was unable to walk
more than short distances. For the most part,
I stayed in bed. I hadn’t been eating well
for about a month and had lost a significant
amount of weight. Retired and living alone
in San Francisco, I reached the point where
I seemed to lack the “physical freedom” to
take care of myself.
All my life, I’d been my own practitioner. But
I realized that it was time to ask for treatment
from a longtime friend and Journal-listed
practitioner. Together, we decided to call the
Arden Wood Christian Science Visiting Nurse
Service. I’ll never forget that dear woman,
holding a bowl of soup for me — lentil soup, my
favorite. After the Christian Science visiting
nurse’s assessment and help, it was clear that
I needed 24-hour care. The Christian Science
visiting nurse returned and settled me in
a wheel chair to her car. Ten minutes later,
I was in bed at Arden Wood.
I was admitted to Arden Wood’s Christian
Science nursing floor last December, where
I stayed for a few months. In March, I moved

to Arden Wood’s Sheltered Care program
as a transition before I returned home in early
May. While at Arden Wood, I regained all the
weight I had lost and started walking with
a walker. Then I walked by myself again.
Treatment from a seasoned Christian Science
practitioner preceded my being accepted
to Arden Wood, and this treatment continued
throughout the several months I was there.
This was my first stay at Arden Wood, and
the care I received from the Christian Science
nurses will always be remembered and
cherished. I am especially grateful for the
way Arden Wood accelerated my “conscious
constant capacity” to reaffirm all progress
made in my continued study and practice of
Christian Science, since Sunday School. Arden
Wood is immaculate! The transition between
Arden Wood’s services —  from Christian
Science Visiting Nurse Service to the Christian
Science nursing floor to Sheltered Care
to home again — was a seamless process.
Arden Wood is here when Christian Scientists
need it!

Bible Workshop:
Thanksgiving & the Nativity

G

enelle Austin-Lett will be presenting
a second Bible workshop on Saturday,
November 22nd, from 9:30 AM-12:30 PM.
The focus is Thanksgiving, National Bible
Week, and the Nativity. More than 130
attendees enjoyed Genelle’s last workshop.
This second one is not to be missed!
Guests are welcome to enjoy lunch in
our dining room following the workshop.
Please visit our website for details and
to RSVP: www.ardenwood.org/events.
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DEAR
ARDEN WOOD,

J

ust over two years ago, when I
was facing a severe challenge,
Arden Wood played a significant
role in helping me. First, you were
able to take my mother on very
short notice for a month under
Respite Care.* At the end of that
period, the way opened up for her
to stay on in Sheltered Care.
As I look back on that period now,
what stands out most to me is
how God gently, tenderly cared
for us each step of the way.
I think it would be accurate to say
that Mom was proud to be at
Arden Wood. The quality,
furnishing and maintenance of
the facility are extremely high.
The integrity, professionalism and
Christianity of the administration
keep it running at a high
standard. And the love, tenderness, calm and Christliness of
the Christian Science nurses
provide a firm support for
progress and healing. I value the
superb care Mom was given more
than I can ever say. It was also
a huge blessing for me to be able
to stay at Arden Wood when I
visited Mom.
My heart is full of gratitude to
everyone who encouraged and
supported Mom in her journey
while she was at Arden Wood.
With love,
A grateful daughter from Oregon

Respite care offers care for a loved
one when a caregiver needs a
break to attend an event (perhaps
an Association), or just to take a
breather. Settle your loved one into
a room at Arden Wood for a short
“cared for, watched over” visit —
either overnight or for a weekend,
a week, maybe two, depending
on room availability.
*
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SAVE THE
DATES!

The Healing Atmosphere
of Arden Wood

I

reading this truth, I felt a sense of burden
lift right off me. Soon after, I found myself
sleeping for longer stretches at night. I
don’t really know when it registered that the
healing had occurred, but I found that I could
go on trips freely, without fear over the
need for a rest stop. What a relief!
The second healing is related to childbearing and, according to the ads on TV, is a
common occurrence among mothers. I had
help from a practitioner for some
time before I came to Arden Wood
In atmosphere of Love divine,
and when I first arrived. Later,
We live, and move, and breathe;
I decided to handle it on my own.
Though mortal eyes may see it not, Being released of all the daily duties
of running a household combined
‘Tis sense that would deceive.
Christian Science Hymnal, 144 with the uniquely spiritual atmosphere here gave me the necessary
time to focus my thinking and prayers about
bring with me a job I thought I couldn’t leave.
this situation. At one point, unexpectedly,
As I was to discover, this was just a precursor
I asked my former husband for support,
to the healings to come!
knowing what a good metaphysician he is and
When I arrived here, I was working with
that we shared a connection to the problem.
a practitioner on one long-standing problem
He readily agreed to help me, and I am quite
and on my own on a different problem. Both
regarded issues of a delicate nature, and both sure that that was the turning point in the
healing. The uplift I felt after our conversation
presented very uncomfortable claims. Every
stayed with me through the next year and
week, residents can choose to participate
resulted in the healing of what is called a
in wonderful activities throughout the
“dropped uterus.” The proof of healing is that
San Francisco Bay area. But all too often,
I am completely free to walk any distance
my delight in making these trips was marred
I choose after years of painful limitation.
by a fear that the rest stops would occur
I attribute healings of all kinds of beliefs
too infrequently. Healing came about after
to
the “atmosphere of Love divine,” right here
I read and held to this statement in Science
where I live (Hymn 144).
and Health: “Every function of the real man
is governed by divine Mind” (151:20). On first
would like to share two really wonderful and
remarkable healings I’ve had as a resident
at Arden Wood. My reason for moving to Arden
Wood was not for healing. Arden Wood just
appealed to me as a beautiful place to live.
Once I decided to investigate the possibility
of living here, though, God took me by the hand
and shattered every obstacle I thought would
delay such a move for at least a year: My home
was sold in a matter of weeks, and I was able to

Saturday,
November 22
Thanksgiving & The Nativity
Interactive Bible Workshop
Genelle Austin-Lett,
presenter

Saturday,
December 6
Christmas Celebration

Saturday,
February 28
Bible Workshop

Holiday Dinners
Thanksgiving Day 		
November 27th
Christmas Day
December 25th
New Year’s Day
January 1st
Details are posted on our
website: www.ardenwood.org

Please come!
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STOP BY
AND DIVE IN!
By Yvonne Renoult

The Work of a Christian Science Nurse
(Continued from page 2)

effect when the patient acknowledges it and
yields to it. Mrs. Eddy directs us: “Realize
the presence of health and the fact of harmonious being, until the body corresponds with
the normal conditions of health and harmony”
(S&H 412:24).
The Christian Science nurse is aided in this
work by steadfast faith. She/he knows that
Christian Science heals because it’s based on
a demonstrable divine Principle. Being grateful
for many healings accomplished over the years
is especially helpful in banishing the mesmeric
argument that Christian Science “doesn’t
work.” Rather, Mrs. Eddy’s teaching is constantly
reassuring us with the efficacy of Christian
Science treatment in statements such as this:
“As a cloud hides the sun it cannot extinguish,
so false belief silences for a while the voice
of immutable harmony, but false belief cannot
destroy Science armed with faith, hope, and
fruition” (S&H 297:4).

the spiritual fact regarding man and is more
encouraging than remarking, “This side of
your body is weak and needs strengthening.”
Following the leadings of Truth occurs readily
when the Christian Science nurse as well as the
patient “constantly [turn] away from material
sense, and [look] towards the imperishable
things of Spirit” (S&H 21:10-12). That’s what a
Christian Science nurse is striving to do
moment by moment— and to tenderly help
patients do as well.

Expressing order
A calm and orderly thought paves the way for
clear metaphysical thinking and correspondingly intelligent action — that is, beholding
God’s perfect man in oneself and in others and
executing established, meticulous Christian
Science nursing skills. Extensive training is
essential in order to readily discern the clear
way to proceed; it eliminates guesswork and
impetuous actions; it contributes considerably

A calm and orderly thought paves the way for clear
metaphysical thinking and correspondingly intelligent action.
Staying focused
A Christian Science nurse, working closely
with the Christian Science practitioner on the
case, is constantly listening to discern how
best to meet the human needs of the patient —
such as providing greater mobility or comfort.
At the same time, she/he is ensuring that the
patient is loved and protected. The Christian
Science nurse focuses on the patient’s
demonstrated abilities and supports whatever
the patient can do. The Christian Science nurse
prays, as did the Psalmist: “Let the words of
my mouth, and the meditation of my heart,
be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength,
and my redeemer” (Ps. 19:14). That prayer leads
to words that have an encouraging, supporting,
and uplifting effect. For example, telling
someone, “The strength of Spirit makes you
‘every whit whole’ (S&H 371:30)” accords with
8

to the confidence with which a Christian
Science nurse can go about her/his work.
Being consciously aware of the spiritual
essence of strength and movement while the
Christian Science nurse is walking with a patient
is as important as knowing which mobility
aid to use. Alert, spiritually-based thinking is
essential to what Christian Science nurses
do while giving care. They know the importance
of expressing metaphysical poise in all interactions with patients. Science and Health explains
what they must do: “Mortals must look beyond
fading, finite forms, if they would gain the
true sense of things. Where shall the gaze rest
but in the unsearchable realm of Mind? We must
look where we would walk, and we must act
as possessing all power from Him in whom
we have our being” (S&H 264:7-12).
(Continued on next page)

O

ur Bible Research Library is a
treasure trove. A new donation
of books from the collection of a
beloved Bible scholar, Joan Koelle
Snipes, inspired us to take a new
look at our library. The original
collection was lovingly donated
by Bible Scholar Dr. Laura
Pleming-Yocum in 1992. Librarians
Barbara Kramer and Gaye
Alexander spent five years setting
up the library in their spare time.
The 121 books from the Snipes
collection are a lovely addition
to that original collection. Our
shelves are now full and ready
for inquiring minds to delve in!

Over the past years, we have
had some wonderful volunteer
librarians who painstakingly
organized and categorized our
collection (Mary Ann Hoopes and
Margo Johnston). We are grateful
for all of their loving work. But it
has been a good 8- 10 years since
the library has received thorough
attention.
With the incorporation of these
newly gifted books, we’ve been
reorganizing in order to establish
a user-friendly lending library for
in-house guests. Also in the works
is a catalogue of all the books
contained in our Bible Research
Library, Study Room and
reference shelves, making it
easier to locate that perfect book
to augment one’s study. During
this reorganization, we found
some gems about Christian
Science history and the early
pioneer workers. They are now
(Continued on page 10)
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The Work of a Christian Science Nurse
(Continued from previous page)

The demand for orderly thinking also enables
a Christian Science nurse to make a full
assessment of each patient’s human needs and
then to provide appropriate assistance. That
assessment doesn’t derive from assumptions
based on physical or psychological diagnosing.
Instead, it looks to divine wisdom to determine
the way. For example, cleansing and covering

“Thou wilt shew me the path of life: in thy
presence is fulness of joy; at thy right hand
there are pleasures for evermore” (Ps. 16:11).
Mary Baker Eddy provided for Christian
Science nursing in the Manual. She recognized
the need to support — both metaphysically and
in humanly practical ways — those who wish
to turn fully to God for healing.

A Christian Science nurse accepts each case as a new one
every morning, approaching her/his work joyously...
a wound would be a sensible and suitable step
to take. Walking with a patient might require
a Christian Science nurse to provide support by
holding his/her arm. And there are times when
a mobility aid, such as a cane or a walker,
might be better suited to help a patient gain
greater independence and security. In very
practical ways, the work of Christian Science
nurses bears witness to the action of the
Christ in the life of each patient. Christian
Science teaches: “When ‘the Word’ is ‘made
flesh’ among mortals, the Truth of Life is
made practical on the body” (Unity of Good,
Mary Baker Eddy, 39:1-2).

Being joyful
God’s healing power is available every day
to each patient. There is nothing that can halt
the operative presence of God’s law, even when
the healing appears slow in coming. When
the process seems drawn out, there may be
a tendency to be discouraged or to think
that the leavening effect of Christian Science
isn’t working. Rather, there’s something more
to joyously acknowledge of the redeeming,
restoring, and renewing effect of the Christ,
Truth. Moment by moment, Truth is revealing
what’s really true. Christian Science nurses
are constantly acknowledging, witnessing,
that healing IS going on.
A Christian Science nurse accepts each case
as a new one every morning, approaching her/
his work joyously, just as the Psalmist sang:

“She knew that patients under Christian
Science treatment were at times placed
in a position where they needed the care and
attention of a skilfully (sic) trained person
who was also a Christian Scientist. Her own
experience had shown her the great need
for a place of refuge to which sufferers could
retire, and where they would receive proper
care and attention as well as freedom from
criticism while under Christian Science
treatment” (Adam H. Dickey, Christian Science
Sentinel, vol. 19, December 16, 1916, p. 303).
Christian Science nursing is not just nursing
without medicine. Both the patient and the
Christian Science nurse are putting 100% of
their faith and work in one direction — and that
purity of thought, energy and desire is power.
People sometimes hesitate to seek help,
finding all kinds of reasons not to call a
Christian Science nurse. Yet, it is important
and helpful to handle an error before it looms
large — before a patient becomes weary or
discouraged or gives up. It’s never too late
to be cared for, to feel nurtured, to find
comfort and the Comforter — and to be healed
and set free. Nothing is too hard for God.
“Thou hast made the heaven and the earth
by thy great power and stretched out arm, and
there is nothing too hard for thee” (Jer. 32:17).
Arden Wood is “ready always” (I Pet. 3:15) to
provide skilled, tender support to those in need
of Christly care!

Arden Wood is a
perfect venue for your
Board or Association
Executive Committee
meetings. We have
gracious accommodations in a beautiful
setting just 11 miles
from San Francisco
International Airport
(SFO), great food,
reasonable rates,
and an environment
that’s 100% supportive
of your work. Come
and see—and stay
the night!
If you’re doing
business in the area,
visiting relatives or
friends, attending an
Association, or simply
traveling through
the city, you are
welcome to stay at
Arden Wood. It’s a
great way to “get
away,” yet still feel
right at home!
For reservations, please call
(415)379-2111 or email
reservations@ardenwood.org
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STOP BY AND
DIVE IN!
(Continued from page 8)

A LOVE Note to Arden Wood Nurses

shelved in a special Christian
Science research section next
to the few original editions
of Science and Health in our
collection.
Next door to our lovely Bible
Research Library is the Study
Room. Here guests will find a
peaceful and comfortable area
where they can reflect on
their studies and prayers 24/7
while surveying the scenic hillside
out the large bay windows. A
long-time volunteer, Edna Steele,
lovingly prepares selections for
the Study Room that relate to
each section of the Weekly Bible
Lesson. Edna uses either related
articles culled from JSH-Online
or Bible Commentaries.

A note left on a white board in a patient’s room:
1. To the most wonderful, beautiful God’s children I have ever met!
2. The most devoted, dedicated, beautiful, warm, blessed, unselfish, international ideas, of
		 God I have ever had the privilege of being with in my whole life!!!
3. You have taught me the true meaning of what true Love, Life, Principle is!!!
4. There are no words to come close to what you represent to Christian Science and the world.
5. I LOVE you. I support you in your professional and personal Gift of your givings! Stay beautiful,
		 blessed, boundless and FREE!! In the arms of Love! XOXOXOXOXO for ever!

In Support of Healing Vietnam War Wounds

I

n mid-July, Arden Wood hosted longtime friend, Vietnam veteran and
author, Bruce Cowee, who gave a
wonderful talk during dinner. Bruce
highlighted captivating stories by fellow
vets/pilots featured in his book, Vietnam
to Western Airlines — An Oral History of
the Air War. It’s a very compelling read!
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There’s been a noticeable increase
in the use of these rooms lately.
Rest and Study guests can delve
into their study using the peaceful
Study Room. The library is open
for all to use whenever you’re in
the neighborhood. We hope you’ll
wander through to see if any
book calls out to you, settle into
a comfortable chair and read to
your heart’s content.
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The Call to Christian Science Nursing
(Continued from page 3)

And before that, I worked
My training has been a
wonderful learning experias a social worker for an NGO
ence, shaping, preparing and
(non-governmental organizaequipping me to grow in my
tion) in my native country,
Christian Science nursing
Kenya. San Francisco was a new
practice. I realized that the
location to me when I moved
qualities expected of a
here, but now I call it home.
Christian Science nurse
Obeying the Father’s call, loving
according to Mary Baker Eddy,
Christian Science, and wanting
in Science and Health (p. 395),
to contribute to the cause
Queen Nwosu,
are not only applicable on the
Christian
Science
Nurse
of Christian Science led me
Christian Science nursing
to become a Christian Science
floor.
I have benefitted a lot
nurse. I “nursed” people in my
by
applying
these qualities in
previous jobs as a social worker.
my everyday life on and off
So when I heard about
the Christian Science nursing
Christian Science nursing,
floor. The call to Christian
I thought how nice it would be
Science nursing is a sacred
to become a Christian Science
one, and there is nothing
nurse. I applied to Arden Wood,
more precious than serving
and now, having gone through
God wholeheartedly and
Arden Wood’s Christian Science Alayne Reed,
ministering to our fellow
Nursing Arts program over the Christian Science Nurse
man at the same time.
last four years, I’m a JournalAlayne Reed
listed Christian Science nurse. The best parts
I started work as a hairdresser years ago,
of being a Christian Science nurse for me are
went into teaching, then started cooking, and
the opportunities to witness healing through
finally, had my own food business. I heard the
prayer, to meet amazing people, and to get
“call” to Christian Science nursing when I was
paid as a professional. It’s a divine calling and
studying the Christian Science Bible Lesson one
it’s divine work. If you’re called, step forward
morning; I was living in Melbourne, Australia.
without any hesitation!
It was unmistakable to me. It was from the Song
Queen Nwosu
of Solomon, “Come, my beloved, let us go forth
I’m originally from Nigeria and I was a college
into the field…let us see if the vine flourish”
student before becoming a Christian Science
(Song of Solomon 7:11-12). I had visited Arden
nurse. It all started as a summer break
Wood before, but I never expected to get into
commitment/job. But as time went by, I realized Christian Science nursing and to be living in
that I really enjoyed working as a Christian
San Francisco. The training has been so loving.
Science nurse. So, after graduating from
The benefits of becoming a Christian Science
college, I thought it would be great to take the
nurse include a more focused attention on God;
Christian Science Nursing Arts training course
time to study and pray; and the opportunity to
with the hope of becoming a full-fledged,
be with like-minded folks.
Journal-listed Christian Science nurse.
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A Wealth of Love for Arden Wood
By Scott Putnam, C.S.B., Portland, Oregon

M

y wife and I were so taken
with Heidy Boyman’s
excellent article in the last
issue of Heart to Heart.
It sparked us to put our own
financial affairs in order
and to lift our thinking
about benevolence. When I
contacted Heidy to thank her
for her clear thoughts, little
did I know that she and her
husband would introduce
us to a wonderful financial
advisor. But that’s really
peripheral to the main point:
We decided to follow the
impetus to support Arden Wood and all the
extraordinary good that goes on there through
modest monthly donations. And what a great
joy it is to make those donations!
I was raised in the Bay Area and always
thought of Arden Wood as a very special place.
My mom was once a resident there. She gained
so much and made many dear friends. At one
point, she moved to Portland to be near us; but
in time, she decided to return to Arden Wood
to be a Sheltered Care guest.
My wife and I often visit our two children and
granddaughter who live in San Francisco. And
we purposefully stay at Arden Wood— not with
them! My wife’s Christian Science Association
meets at Arden Wood, giving us yet another
reason to stay there every year. Then there’s
the fact that practitioners need time for
spiritual nourishment; for us, Arden Wood is

a chief source of such renewal.
We see it as a spiritual oasis in
a sea of materialism, medical
and otherwise.
Arden Wood truly is our
second home, and we’re
welcomed home every time
we arrive. We have dear
friends among the staff and
residents, we love attending
nearby Ninth Church of Christ,
Scientist, and our children
(and granddaughter) feel as
much at home there as we
do. Even our son’s dog is given
a warm welcome!
Arden Wood is much more than a nursing
institution, with its many programs (like the
Christmas celebration) and other purposes
(like the wonderful Bible Study room full
of reference books). An increasing number
of Christian Science Associations meet there.
Through its Christian Science Nurses’ Training
program, it nourishes our Christian Science
nurses who go out to serve in the field.
All these different dimensions never cease
to move me to an ever more cherished
appreciation for what Arden Wood stands for.
And it really does have to stand— quite firmly!
— in the face of world thought about health
and related issues. My wife and I think of
Arden Wood as a bright light shining not only
on the West Coast, but around the world.
And we are utterly delighted to be adding
to all its dimensions as donors.

Arden Wood truly is our second home, and we’re welcomed
home every time we arrive.
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YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS
WILL HELP
ARDEN WOOD:
• Cover operating 		
expenses that will rise 		
higher due to the
Affordable Care Act
(ACA).
• Grow our endowment 		
to $15 million to ensure 		
Arden Wood is here
to serve future
generations.
• Replace our furnace 		
in order to comply
with a City ordinance
for greater energy
efficiency.
• Support any of our 		
Christian Science 		
nursing services.
• Support our Benevolence
Fund for patients who 		
qualify for financial 		
assistance.
Please visit our website
for details about these funds
and to see our Wish List.
Monthly donations are
greatly appreciated!

For online giving, go to:
ardenwood.org/donate-now

